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 It is also useful for creating bootable USB-enabled CDs and DVDs. Rufus is freeware and works on Windows systems.
PowerISO is a free and easy to use software that allows you to extract files from ISO and BIN files, copy files from one disk or

partition to another, rip and edit image files (BMP, GIF, JPG, TIF, etc.), and create image files from any data you may have.
The Image Extractor is a free, open-source, command line utility for Linux and UNIX based platforms that will extract any

image file type from a disk, drive, or optical media (CD, DVD, Blu-ray, and Blu-ray Photo Archive). It also has the ability to
extract files from binary image formats such as ELF, PE, MACH-O, and CAB. It supports a variety of image file formats and

image types including JPEG, GIF, BMP, PNG, TIFF, ICO, EMF, CUR, PICT, PCX, TGA, IFF, RAR, JAR, GZ, Z, ISO, CUE,
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MP3, MP4, 3GP, 3G2, AVI, ASF, EICAR, EXE, IMG, MIDI, MKV, MPG, MOV, RM, RAM, RMVB, SMB, SWF, TTF,
SVG, WAV, M4A, MP3, OGG, and more. Supports ISO, CDR, DVD, DVD-RW, CD-RW, and Blu-ray Disc. Zip Works

Professional is a free and powerful utility to create, extract, and encrypt zip archives. It provides many functions to quickly
process zipped files. You can open, extract, test, and modify zip files on any Windows system. You can also create, extract,

compress, and protect zip archive. This utility supports most popular zip file formats including zip, gzip, bzip2, 7-zip, zipx, iso,
zipn, lha, 7z, cab, lzma, uue, afp, and more. Zip Extractor is a free and easy-to-use utility to extract zip files, compress zip files,

and view, extract, and compare files in any zip archive, including zip, gzip, bzip2, 7-zip, zipx, iso, zipn, lha, 7z, cab, l
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